NOTES:
1. TABLE HEIGHT SHOWN; COUNTER HEIGHT IS 36.13".
2. IF REMOVED, REINSTALL WITH ORIGINAL HARDWARE.

SECTION A-A
SCALE 0.04 : 1

SECTION B-B
SCALE 0.04 : 1

SECTION E-E
SCALE 0.04 : 1

DETAIL C
SCALE 0.1 : 1

DETAIL D
T3 OMITTED
SCALE 0.1 : 1

DETAIL D
CABLE GUIDE
SEE NOTE #2

CABLE EXIT - WALL PANEL
SCALE 0.04 : 1

CABLE EXIT - TABLE
SCALE 0.04 : 1

CABLE TAKE-UP CENTERED ON 4" X 2" OPENING
SEE NOTE #2

REAR WALL PANEL (OPTIONAL)

HV MOUNTING BRACKET
ALIGN WITH PILOT HOLES IN SHELF. SEE NOTE #2

SEE DETAIL "D"

LAYOUT D
SCALE 0.04 : 1

TO BE DETERMINED BY MONITOR CABLE

DO NOT GLUE SHELF

(5) HV-T3
SEE DETAIL "D"
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CABLE EXIT - WALL PANEL (OPTIONAL)
SCALE 0.04 : 1

4" X 2" OPENING

4" X 2" OPENINGS

SEE DETAIL "D"

(2) DV-HSW4K-41

(2) DV-HSW4K-41

SEE NOTE #1

NOTE #1: TABLE HEIGHT SHOWN; COUNTER HEIGHT IS 36.13".

NOTE #2: IF REMOVED, REINSTALL WITH ORIGINAL HARDWARE.

HOLES or COUNTERBORES, INTENDED FOR PEMs OR OTHER INSERTED HARDWARE:

+0.003 / -0

REV
DATE
CHANGE DESCRIPTION
01
10/04/16
ADDED CABLE GUIDE AND CABLE TAKE-UP.